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Commercial Jet Inducts Aeronaves T.S.M. 737-400 for Freighter Modification 

Miami, Florida – March 31st, 2020 – Commercial Jet is pleased to announce that it has inducted 

an Aeronaves T.S.M. S.A. de C.V. (TSM) 737-400 for an AEI passenger-to-freighter conversion. 

This aircraft represents the first B737-400SF freighter conversion for TSM. Commercial Jet’s 

Dothan, Alabama facility will perform all required modification labor for the conversion as well as 

customer requested maintenance. 

Currently, Commercial Jet has two TSM CRJ200 aircraft undergoing passenger-to-freighter 

modification at their Dothan, Alabama facility. 

As an authorized AEI Conversion Center, Commercial Jet has successfully completed over 120 

B737-400SF conversions for the company. Commercial Jet is well known for heavy structural 

modifications on a broad range of aircraft, including B727’s, B737-200/-300/-400/-800’s, MD-80 

series and CRJ200’s. In addition to passenger-to-freighter modifications, Commercial Jet’s MRO 

facilities provide heavy maintenance, all types of modifications, avionics upgrades, aircraft 

painting, and complete interior modifications and refurbishments. 

About Commercial Jet 

Commercial Jet is an FAA and EASA approved repair station that specializes in both scheduled 
and unscheduled heavy maintenance, line maintenance, modifications, all airframe inspections, 
freighter conversions, interior modifications, avionic upgrades, and aircraft painting. The company 
also offers complete, “one stop” lease return services along with interior re-configurations for 
passenger and cargo aircraft. With over half-a-million square feet (46,000 square meters) of multi-
bay hangar facilities in Miami, Florida (MIA) and Dothan, Alabama (DHN). Commercial Jet serves 
passenger/cargo airlines, owners, lessors, regional and military customers on a global basis. The 
company’s professional MRO team services a wide variety of commercial aircraft types including 
the B707, B717, B727, B737CL, B737NG, B757, B767, DC-8, DC-10/MD-11, DC-9/MD80, A319, 
A320, A321, A300/310, and CRJ series. www.commercialjet.com. 

 

http://www.commercialjet.com/


About Aeronaves TSM 

AERONAVES TSM, S.A. de C.V. was founded in 1995 and prides itself on providing customized 
solutions for the air cargo and passenger transportation markets while maintaining the highest 
standards of quality, safety, punctuality, and service excellence. The company services 
customers throughout the Americas including the United States, Canada, E.U.A., México, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panamá. TSM’s total current cargo fleet 
includes 25 Metro III, 2 Convair 640, 8 DC-9-30, 4 DC-9-15, 13 MD-80SF (with 2 on order), 6 
CRJ200 SF (with 4 on order), 2 CRJ200 Package Freighters, along with an additional, 4 Citation 
II, and 1 Hawker 700 aircraft. www.aeronavestsm.com 
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